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GNNs
Background

▸ graph-level representation

▸ Pre-training
▸on a large graph-structured dataset
(e.g., multiple small graphs or a large-
scale graph).

▸ node-level representation

Pre-train GNNs
▸Fine-tuning

▸on downstream tasks𝜃! is pre-trained
without accommodating the adaptation in fine-tuning



Motivation

narrow the gap between
pre-training and fine-tuning？learn how to pre-train GNNs



Challenges

▸ How to narrow the gap caused by different optimization
objectives?

▸ SOTAs fall into a two-step paradigm with a gap
▸ Solution: learn to pre-train ( meta learning )

▸ How to simultaneously preserve node- and graph-level
information?

▸ SOTAs either only consider the node-level pre-training or require
supervised information for graph-level pre-training
▸ Solution: intrinsic self-supervision



Motivation

Pre-train a GNN model over a graph 𝒢 ∈ 𝒟!"#

▸ sample sub-structures 𝒟𝒯𝒢
#$ for training

(the training data of a simulated downstream task)
▸ mimic the evaluation on testing sub-structures 𝒟𝒯𝒢

#%

the fine-tuned parameters
( in a similar manner as the fine-tuning step on the downstream task )



L2P-GNN



L2P-GNN

Task Construction

▸ the pre-training data
𝒟&$% = 𝒢', 𝒢(, … , 𝒢)

▸ A task involving a graph
𝒯𝒢 = 𝒮𝒢, 𝒬𝒢

▸ gradient descent w.r.t. the loss on
𝒮𝒢
▸ optimize the performance on 𝒬𝒢
▸ simulating the training and testing
in the fine-tuning step



L2P-GNN
Self-supervised Base Model
▸ node-level aggregation

▸ graph-level pooling



L2P-GNN
Dual Adaptation
▸ node-level adaptation

▸ graph-level adaptation



Experiments
▸ Datasets

▸ Baselines
▸ EdgePred to predict the connectivity of node pairs
▸ DGI to maximize mutual information across the graph’s patch representations
▸ ContextPred to explore graph structures 
▸AttrMasking to learn the regularities of node/edge attributes

▸ GNN Architectures
▸ GCN, GraphSAGE, GAT, GIN

A new dataset for pre-training GNNs



Performance Comparison

▸ 6.27% and 3.52% improvements compared to the best baseline
▸ 8.19% and 7.88% gains relative to non-pretrained models
▸ negative transfer harms the generalization of the pre-trained GNNs (e.g., 
EdgePred and AttrMasking strategies w.r.t. GAT)



Model Analysis

Comparative Analysis
whether L2P-GNN narrows the gap between pre-training and fine-tuning?

▸ Comparation of the pre-trained GNN model before and after fine-tuning
▸ Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) similarity between the parameters

▸ Smaller similarity, larger changes of model parameters
▸ changes in loss and performance (delta loss and RUC-AUC/Micro-F1)

▸ Smaller change, more easily achieve the optimal point



Model Analysis

▸ Ablation Study
▸ L2P-GNN-Node with only node-level adaptation
▸ L2P-GNN-Graph with only graph-level adaptation

▸ Parameter Analysis
▸ the number of node- and graph-level adaptation steps (s, t)
▸ the dimension of node representations



Conclusion

▸ A problem
▸ there exists a divergence between the pre-training and fine-tuning
objectives, resulting in suboptimal pre-trained GNN models

▸ A solution
▸ a self-supervised pretraining strategy for GNNs, L2P-GNN, which
attempts to learn how to fine-tune during the pre-training process in the
form of transferable prior knowledge

▸A dataset
▸ a new large-scale graph structured data for pre-training GNNs



Q&A

Thank you ! 

Q&A
Codes and datasets：https://github.com/rootlu/L2P-GNN


